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FOREWORD
Dear Readers,
Lunaris Review from inception has positioned itself in the achievement of an aim,
“which is to share ingenuity and inventiveness, without forgetting the needful:
satiating the readers” thirst along this chosen path to becoming an enabling
platform where astounding creativity is sought, and interstices between creative
minds are finally bridged.’
Two years after, we are confident to reaffirm that we “have remained true to
the course; undaunted as the clouds gather, covering sunrays, and the heavens
tendering the earth while we plough its abundant terra prima for its bounties. Yet,
the cycle remains incomplete without us bringing you the fresh tendering we have
gathered from the numerous”.
For these, we at Lunaris Review owe the numerous contributors (of the
declined submissions inclusive) inestimable appreciation for entrusting us to share
their creativity.
(Dear readers), it is with utmost delight that we present and share with you
the Eight Issue of Lunaris Review. This Issue is a potpourri of awesome poetry,
short stories, photography and creative non-fiction with deeply profound, although
diverse, but unified thematic pre-occupations that we as a race of distinctly unique
peoples have come to know as integral parts of our sojourn through life.
Again, this issue marks another “initiation of the Lunaris Review’s cycle.
As the Moon wanes to wax stronger, we hope to overrun your chalice with better
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tendering of creativity at the turn of the Ninth Issue. Therefore, we admonish you
to stay the course and walk this illuminating path with us.”
Do have a pleasant read.
Tolulope Oke
Publisher, Lunaris Review
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Emmanuel Fehintola

Shop 47
The Gwarima abattoir market was like an ornament strapped around the neck of a
lunatic, its twinkly beauty dampened by the filthy neck on which it hung. It was a
mix of modern stalls with glass windows, tables of chomped cow meat covered in
the smell of rot and the buzz of flies, and sun-beaten black men in tattered clothes,
their body drenched in sweat.
"Tasty meat is here." They called at passersby, mostly in Hausa, sometimes
in a heavy pidgin tongue, and they swore in the name of Allah about the doubtless
freshness of their meat.
"Come check it out Aboki." A middle aged man, his eyes sunken like a well
dug too deep tugged at the end of my shirt. I shook my head in the way of saying I
do not want to buy meat. But he was adamant. "He good well well." He insisted, his
exaggerated smile covering his face like chicken pox disease. He had that look too
— that weary and yet unrelenting countenance of people striving to escape poverty,
only to be caught in its tight embrace. He was perhaps, I thought, more suitable as a
beggar, his pitiful façade more likely to compel sympathies than patronage.
"Two hundred Naira." I said.
"Just two hundred?"
"Yes." I answered.
"What of your children? Don't they eat meat?" He asked subtly, as if
disappointed. I had no desire to spell out to him that I was buying not out of
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necessity, but of a pressing desire to help him. He was like a drummer, deaf to the
beat of his own drum, estranged from his melody of penury.
"Two hundred.” I said again. My voice slightly rose at his hesitance.
"Sorry sir."
He grinned and stretched a slimy chunk of flesh, waving off flies while
cutting it into smaller chunks. With each slice of the knife, he spoke, feelingly,
about the new president, Buhari, how his economic policies had caused a recession
and how even shrubs have gone scarce, depriving cows of much needed nutrients.
He was a taint funny, his words spoken with a bold certainty, as if national
economy was something he understood deeply.
"What’s your name?" I asked.
"Yunusa." He responded.
He was as friendly as one could ever get in Kano – This city on an edge,
where strangers, though warmly embraced, are constantly reminded of their
strangeness.
"Where is my jara?" I asked, in the way we refer to the chunk of fat that
was customarily added as bonus.
"Big man don't need jara" he smiled. Of course, he added the buttercoloured chunk, and handed the meat in a black polythene bag.
"You from Onitsha?"
"No." I answered.
"Where from?"
"Enugu."
"I have friends there." He said with a chuckle, pronouncing 'there' as 'dia.’
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I imagined his friends, men with bony cheeks and clothes with the grainy
smell of cheap things, roaming the streets of Enugu, with countenance not different
from that of their cattle.
"Big place, plenty money." He said of Enugu.
"Thank you Aboki."
I made to leave then paused, my legs frozen at the spot.
"Please can you direct me to shop 47?"
"Shop 47?" He repeated. There was a faint glow in his eyes and I wondered
what it was about.
"Fine place, Big Igbo woman." He answered, and I chuckled at his constant
use of adjectives, as if 'fine' and 'big' were enough description for a place I do not
know.
"Go straight." He said, pointing to the adjacent lane where grey-faced boys
pushed disabled men in wheelbarrows.
"Very big shop. Igbo people come here and do fine."
"I'll see you some other time." I said, gently, unwilling to sound arrogant to this
new friend of mine. That was of course, a lie. There was not a chance that I will see
him anytime soon, and possibly, ever again. It was the last day of my week long
trip to Kano, and had my mother not insisted I find aunty Okoroafor before leaving
the city, I would well had been on my way to Enugu.
Aunty Okoroafor was the younger sister of my mother, the one who sucked
their mother's breast after my mother. She had been in Kano long before I was
born, and her name was something of a legend, only whispered in hushed tone, like
the forbidden tale of death at night. She was the wild child of their family — a
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young Igbo girl of eighteen, who had eloped to Kano with a Hausa man. She had
been gone for twenty-something years. No one ever heard from her. Whether she
was dead or alive, no one knew. She was like the memory of a ghost, sometimes
popping up in little gossips, creeping into our thoughts, and other times, she was
just the fair skinned girl in my mother's childhood picture, her beautiful grin
adoring the otherwise colourless portrait.
But there was one thing, which even though sinister, pointed to her being.
Every year, towards Christmas, that time when hymns fill the atmosphere like
Harmattan, we get a letter, with cash in it, the envelop bearing a strange address,
Shop 47, Gwarinma Market, Kano.
"What fool sends money to a wrong address?" My father asked the first
time.
"She is not a fool." Mother retorted.
"Who?"
"Don't you see it is Okoroafor, my sister."
My mother swore that she can smell her from the letter.
"Okoroafor...?" My father asked. He gave mother a look that seemed to
have said 'if you hadn't been my wife, I'll knock your head for foolishness.' Then he
suggested, subtly, that it must have been Ogaga, the money moving spirit or
criminals who had sent loots to a wrong address.
"You are a very wise man." My mother cut in, her tone was bitter, carrying
a contemptuous sarcasm, the kind reserved for fools. The argument that day was
long-drawn and inconclusive, erupting the next day and the day after. But in quite a
jiffy, it no longer mattered who had sent the money. Mother bought a bag of rice
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and turkey for Christmas. Father thought her ‘wasteful’ – his idea of 'useful' being
one or two crates of aromatic schnapps. And soon, it was as if the money had never
come. For ten years, it kept coming like a ritual, each letter bearing its own
abeyance, our lives momentarily paused by its concealed tidings. For ten years, it
came, until last Christmas, when the postman did not knock, when the letter never
did arrive. That Christmas was as mournful as the funeral of a toddler. There was
no rice, no turkey and mother could not wear the pink fluffy satin she had
fantasised about. She, at first, was placid, thriving on a false sense of hope – that
the letter would still come, that the postman perhaps ailed, or like most government
workers, that he was indisposed and taking a detour off work.
"It will come."
She soon began to despair like everyone else, her rock-solid hope
battered/caving like a helpless roof blown into the winds.
"Okoroafor is dead. Oginni? My sister is gone." She moaned.
It was not atypical of my mother to throw caution to the wind. She had an
affinity for the dramatic, a penchant for the absurd. It was she who once
misconstrued missing meats in her cooking pot to be the handiwork of a vengeful
ghost. The sleek 'ghost' eventually turned out to be her husband, who as it sauntered
out, had formed the unsavoury habit of chowing in the thick of the night.
"Okoroafor nwanne. But why?" Mother moaned consistently.
"Shut up your mouth." Father blared, as if she were some child with no
sense of her own. She countered with a mournful demeanour, buoyed by her hothead, refusing to go to the market or put stock fish in Ugwu soup because she was
'bereaved.' She wailed at every opportunity, her moan of 'Nna mo' colouring the
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rooms of our house. It was hard to understand her bereavement, until I heard father
say: "Stupid woman. It's the money she missed."
By and by, Mother's moan withered. Its bristling flame died like a lamp
forgotten in the path of the wind. During that period, she took solace in hymns, her
'till we meet again' songs unwittingly drowning us in her gloom. One Monday
morning, it ceased; her ugwu soup bedecked with Panla, her face wearing its
twinkly mischievousness. Nevertheless, when my photography job presented the
chance of a week-long visit to Kano, my mother made me swear to Amara Okudili,
her dead grandmother, that I will find shop 47, that I will find Aunty Okoroafor.
“Wasn't she supposed to be dead?" I asked.
"Tufiakwa? God forbid that my sister is dead." She retorted bluntly. "When
you go about doing click-click with your camera, do not forget what I sent you."
"And what should I say to her?"
"I don't care whether you tell her your father drinks like a cow. Just find
her." She answered forcefully, grinning in the ways of persons satisfied with
themselves, finding superfluous pleasure in her flawed being. It was that
unquenchable longing to find my Aunty – to finally meet a woman who had existed
all these years as a myth - that had drawn me to Shop 47 like a madman attracted to
the rowdy midst of a market.
***
Shop 47 was a wasteland; its crumpled ruins piled high like a heap of rotten
garbage. It had the demeanour of a rich man disrobed of wealth. Its huge frame
belittled by shreds of what was left. 'Shop 47', was in itself wrapped in deceit. For it
was not one of those roadside shops with unconsciously misspelt names like
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'MUSA INTANATIONAL SUPAMAKET', or 'ADAMU FASHUN DESINNER'. It
was a mall, bedevilled by serpentine stairs, and what had become a gleam-less
marble floor. The pervading smell of placated flame coloured the air – its choking
aroma pinched the nostrils. I took some steps closer, my shoe pinged the hardened
floor, where pieces of glass and fine ashes laid undisturbed. Shop 47 was no more.
But my mother would not take that for an excuse. She would remain pissed for
days, she would call my trip to Kano 'a waste', and her moan would once again
haunt the house. I needed a story; one that goes beyond a ruined shop, one whose
tale involves a cheery Aunty Okoroafor, subtle enough to last mother till another
Christmas. The story was one I do not have – so I returned to Yunusa.
“You come back?” He grinned.
“You didn't tell me there was no Shop 47.”
“You don't ask.” He retorted with a jerk of the shoulder. “I think you be
newsman.” He said ‘newsman’ and pointed naively at the camera hanging from my
neck. He had a ghoulish appearance, an apprehension that I do not understand.
“We don't talk about it to strangers...”
“About what?”
“The fire.”
“It was October.” He started solemnly, his voice hushed and heavy. He told
me the story, in quite a confounding style, using ‘we’ and ‘they’, as if he was there
and yet not there.
A man had left the comfort of his own stall to pray in shop 47. He performed his
ritual of washing, and was about laying his mat in prayer when the guard stopped
him.
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“What?”
“You can't pray here.” The guard answered.
The man ignored him and bowed in prayer, his wordings recited loud
enough to court the contempt of the confounded guard.
“This is business place. You can't pray here.”
“All places belong to Allah.” The man hummed.
“Your shop might belong to God, your children can as well belong to God.
But you can't pray here.”
“Kano belongs to Allah, and I can pray anywhere.”
The guard was infuriated. He grabbed the man, threw him a couple of
punches in the face, flung his mat into a heap of thrash, with it, a concealed copy of
the Quran.
“Oh you unbeliever, have you no piety?” The man asked.
“Sorry.” The guard apologised, his voice shaky at the effect of what he had
done, like a child scared of his mother’s whip. He grabbed the Quran from the trash
can, dusted it with his beret, and handed it back to the man.
“You have desecrated the holy book.” The man fumed, and then walked
away.
Two hours later, he came back. But he was not alone. He came with an
army of boys from Miyetti, a popular Quranic school nearby – some of those boys
barely old enough to wear clothes by themselves. They laid siege to shop 47,
chanting and dancing to songs of war, their combined voices forming a quodlibet.
“Death to the guard.” A boy yelled in Hausa, and like people with the mind
of a piss artist, with no control over what they do, they grabbed stones and sticks
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and cudgels. Soon, it was no longer a gathering of chanting boys. Their
countenance stiffened as they punched the air, and their teeth gnawed in wait like
fretful dogs.
“Allahu Akbar.”
They were let loose. They slammed into the supermarket, ramming through
its glass barricade like it was paper. They tore down the shelves first, leaving shop
attendants scampering for safety. Then they filled their sacks with loaves of bread,
and shiny tins of milk, and boxes of sausage roll. And they called upon others; to
come and share in the loots of the ‘Kafir’, to partake in the ‘blessings of Allah.’
“It was wrong?” He said.
“What?” I asked.
I thought he was going to justify the act; that he was going to argue about
disrespectful non-Muslims and their penchant for provocation. But he did no such
thing.
“Here people hungry, children don't go school, we fight too much. But
Allah want no fight, he want peace.”
“What happened to the woman?” I asked.
“You know her?”
“Yes.” I answered, and then I wondered if ‘know’ was the right word for a
woman whose existence I am uncertain of.
“The woman did not come shop that day.”
“Thank God.” I sighed, relieved.
“She came back next week and cry and fainted.”
“Do you know what happened after?”
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“No. But maigida came, and Emir and Governor.”
I imagined my Aunty, her hands wrapped around her head, refusing to leave
or be consoled. I imagined the governor, in his flowing buba, paying a condolence
visit to the ruins, preaching tolerance and respect, but forgetting once again to send
children to school, to create jobs for youths, to busy hands and minds that violence
so readily recruits.
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Kevin Strang

Epiphany on the Beach
I stand and ponder from beach shore,
Depths of my soul I reach for;
Along lava rock swoops a great wave,
If I were under its crash it would be an early grave,
The swells keep coming with much persistence;
It makes me wonder about my own existence.
Gazing up, the sun’s rays cascade on my face,
When I meet my demise, someone will just take my place;
Out in the sea are endless hues of beautiful blue,
I doubt I will be so remembered when my time is due;
As I view, I can feel surf bang against my legs,
Reflecting on the past, a deeper meaning my spirit begs.
Now my being is getting shorter for my time on Earth,
In all my life there seems such dearth;
The courage to change occurs to me in this cove,
The wisdom of life has to be selfless love;
For eternity I shall abstain from the ways greed,
Forever, I will help the suffering of those in need.
What a joy, spirit to do things so great,
I’ll repent of my ways and hope for Heavens gates.
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Frank Eze

of stars and their departures
(for Enitan)
your heavy heart
is not food enough
for that yawning grave
lighten up
stars are not of our clime
so do not ask me—
a graduate of grief—
why they never pass the night
look up to the skies
seek solace in the beauty
of stars in constellations
and like me, wear the scar
of each of your departed star
now and always with pride.
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Steve Carr

The Snow Mother
With the tip of her index finger, Rosalie traced in the condensation on the window
pane the fall of a large snowflake. The trail she made on the glass curved, circled,
and swooped as the flake danced on the breeze. Small rivulets of water ran from the
trail and down the window and collected along the bottom of the window frame. As
more flakes fell she tried to follow other flakes on their descent using other fingers
on both hands until the glass was practically clear of the condensation and the
trails. She leaned her forehead against the cold window and formed quickly fading
misty figures of butterflies and unicorns on it with her warm breath.
Beyond the window, the plowed, bare dirt that made up the back yard
encircled the house like a moat. On the other side of the moat, the dead brown
prairie grass lay matted against the earth like a haphazardly woven blanket. The
grassland stretched on to the horizon where it met a gray cloud-cluttered sky.
Canadian geese flew in a V-formation high above the ground forming the outline of
an arrowhead that pierced its way through the wintry clouds. Very slowly the
landscape became dusted with glistening white snow that stood out in contrast to
the dull colors of the prairie.
Sitting back in the rocking chair, Rosalie wiped the water from her forehead
with the edge of her purple knitted shawl then pulled the shawl tight around her
frail shoulders. She pulled her bare feet up from the floor and rested them on the
edge of the seat of the rocking chair and covered her legs with her long brightly
colored floral dress. She pushed her long brown hair back from her face and
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wrapped her arms around her knees and tilted her head back against the chair and
watched the snow fall until she fell asleep.
Awakened a short while later by the sound of her husband's heavy footsteps
on the hardwood floor in the kitchen, she wiped away the fresh sheet of
condensation that had formed on the window using her sleeve. The prairie had
become carpeted in white.
“What are you doing?” her husband said to her as he came into the room,
bringing the moist aroma of snow with him. It was on his boots and melting
quickly, making a puddle on the floor.
“Just watching the snow fall,” she said. “It's so pretty.”
“It's piling up fast,” he said. “This kind of snowfall so early in the year is
unusual.”
He crossed the room and placed his big hand on her shoulder and squeezed
it affectionately. His hand weighed on her shoulder like a large rock.
“You shouldn't spend all of your time moping around,” he said.
Wincing, she tolerated his hand feeling like a vice-grip. She watched a
mound of snow rise up and twist and whirl like a miniature tornado until it formed
the shape of a deer. She was about to point it out to her husband, but it disappeared
back into the snow as quickly as it had appeared.
“I'm not moping,” she said.
He removed his hand and shoved it into his coat pocket. “Spending so much
time in this room isn't healthy,” he said.
“This is the baby's room,” she said.
“There is no baby. Not anymore,” he said.
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The sudden appearance of a buffalo formed from snow at the border of the
yard caused the words she wanted to say to get momentarily stuck in her throat. As
the buffalo disintegrated into a flurry of flakes carried off by the wind, she said,
“There will always be a baby.”
“I'm going to take a shower before dinner,” he said. He lifted his hand from
her shoulder.
With the weight of it lifted from her she gripped the armrests of the chair in
fear she would float into the air. “Okay,” she said.
As he walked out of the room, she said, “Roger, I was born to be a mother.”
Turning to the window she watched a small wave of drifting snow turn into
a flock of glimmering white terns that rose into the sky then descended back into
the snow. She pressed the palm of her left hand on the window and spread her
fingers then lifted her hand and stared wondrously at the snow angel-like imprint
left in the condensation.
Unfurling her legs and rising out of the chair she looked around the room.
The walls were painted a bright pink with white trim. On them were images of
fairies, fairy tale princesses and an array of animals: giraffes, monkeys, zebras and
pandas. Swans lined the wall beneath the trim on every wall. Thick cotton ball-like
clouds with cherubs playing among them covered the ceiling. The small dresser,
changing table and baby crib were painted white. Plastic kittens and puppies
hanging on a mobile attached to the head of the crib dangled over a light pink silk
pillow.
She walked to the crib and leaned over the rail and scooped up in her arms a
doll with blonde curls and big blue eyes and wearing a satin pink dress, pink socks
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and white shoes. She cradled the doll in her arms and rocked it gently while softly
cooing to it. Carrying it to the window she held it close to her breasts and stared out
at the prairie being blanketed with snow.
On the edge of the yard hares of many different sizes made of snow danced
among the snowdrifts.
***
Bright moonlight made the clouds glow in the night sky. The crystals in the snow
glittered like diamonds strewn across the landscape. Rosalie stood at the sink in the
kitchen and looked out the window above it and smiled as snow-formed prairie
dogs popped in and out of the snow like jack-In-the-boxes. She couldn't hear them
but they appeared to chatter and bark at each other as they sat upright on their hind
legs at the rim of the holes they had dug in the snow.
“What are you doing up so late?” Roger said from the doorway.
“It's so beautiful out there,” she said. “The snow is magical.”
“I'm hoping it doesn't stick around for long,” he said. “I'm going back to
bed. Don't stay up all night.” He turned and walked away.
Hearing his feet on the floor she wondered why it always sounded as if he
stomped when he walked. She watched out the window as two foxes made of
glistening snow played in a snowdrift in the middle of the backyard. They were
running in circles chasing each other. She tapped on the glass and they stopped and
stared at her as their mouths broke into smiles. One of them raised its front paw and
gestured for her to come join them.
Putting on her boots that were always placed by the back door and taking
her coat off a hook and putting that on, she opened the door and went out. The
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snow lightly crunched beneath her boots and her footprints disappeared almost
immediately as she took the next step. The foxes ran up to her and sat on their
haunches.
“Why do you live in that big box?” the one said, pointing its nose toward
the house.
“It's my home,” she said. “Where do you live?”
They both patted the snow with their tails. “We live here,” they said in
unison.
Looking around she saw that the hares had returned to the snow bordering
the yard and were nervously watching her. “Don't be afraid,” she said. “I mean you
no harm.”
Tentatively, first one, then another, then all of them crossed the yard and
encircled her.
“Where are your young ones?” a large one of them asked.
“I have no young ones,” Rosalie said, unable to hide the sadness she felt. “I
was going to have a young one but she died before she was born.”
“How sad,” the hare said. “Can't you make another one?”
“I would be afraid of losing that one also,” Rosalie said. “How many young
ones do you have?”
“As many as the snow will allow, which is quite a few,” the hare said.
“I should go in now,” Rosalie said. “I hope we'll meet again.” She went into
the house and as she began to close the door she watched the foxes and hares
dissolve into eddies of snow that crossed the yard and melded into the snowdrifts
along its edge.
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***
The twilight sky was a smooth sheet of dark gray that covered the landscape for as
far as the eye could see. The window pane rattled from the wind that blew snow
across the prairie. Rosalie sat in the rocking chair with a ball of pink yarn in her
lap, a strand of it attached to the knitting needles in her hand. Her fingers moved
swiftly as she made loops in the yarn and inserted a needle in the loops and pulled
the strand, making row after row of the baby blanket that lay across her knees.
Looking out occasionally she watched for the snow animals, but none
appeared.
She had a cup of hot tea on the small table next to the chair. Wisps of steam
rose up from it forming images of gossamer angels that quickly dissipated.
Roger came into the room. “What are you doing?” he said.
“Finishing this blanket,” she said without looking at him.
“Why?” he said as came to the window and looked out.
“Maybe someday . . . ,” she started, stopping as she missed finishing a loop.
Roger said, “You know what the doctor said. Trying to have another baby
could kill you.”
“I know what he said,” Rosalie said. She paused, then said, “Having a baby
could kill me or give me life.”
Staring at the blowing snow, he said, “It sure is cold out there.”
“Yes it is,” she said. “None of the animals are coming out.”
He gazed at her. “What animals?”
“The hares and foxes and deer and all the rest,” she said.
“They stay hidden even in good weather,” he said.
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She shifted the blanket on her knees as she began a new row. “Yes, I guess
they do.”
He bent down and kissed her on the forehead. To her his lips felt like ice.
“I'm going to drive down to the Gold Nugget and have a couple beers and
play some darts,” he said.
She reached up and wiped his kiss from her forehead. “That's quite a drive.
Is it safe driving around in this weather?”
“I have chains on the tires and I'll be careful,” he said. “I'll probably spend
the night at Jack and Ruth's so don't wait up for me. I'll be back tomorrow around
noon.”
“Okay,” she said as he left the room.
With the blanket finished she put the needles and yard on the table and
picked up the cooled tea and took several sips while staring out the window.
A few minutes she heard him go out the front door and heard the truck
being started.
As night fell and the clouds began to thin six snow coyotes with twigs and
dead prairie grass in their mouths came into the back yard. As the wind blew, they
cleared a spot in the snow then put the twigs and grass in the spot. They turned
their heads toward her and smiled.
Prairie dogs and hares rose out of the snow drifts at the edge of the yard and
began forming balls of snow that they rolled to the twigs and grass and left the balls
there then dashed back to the drifts and stood there as if waiting for something.
Rosalie got out of the chair and carrying the blanket with her she went into
the kitchen and looked out the kitchen window. From there she could see that the
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border of the entire back yard was lined with many of the snow formed prairie
animals she had already seen, along with others she hadn't seen before; moles,
gophers, mountain goats. They stood unwavering as their snowy fur was buffeted
by the wind. She put on her boots and coat and went out the door.
Before she reached the twigs and grass she heard the crying of an infant
which made her heart beat wildly as if it had been jolted with electricity. She ran to
the nest that had been made and knelt down in the snow. In it a girl baby made of
snow reached up toward her, its blue eyes shedding sparkling tears that formed
icicles on its snow white cheeks. She laid the blanket across the child and scooped
it up in her arms and held it close to her and began rocking it. The infant
immediately stopped crying and cooed and gurgled happily
The animals surrounded her and the child, blocking the wind with their
bodies.
Overwhelmed with happiness, Rosalie began to cry, her warm teardrops
falling on the baby's face leaving small melted indentations in the child's snowchilled cheeks. Rosalie gathered snow in her hand and gently rubbed it on those
places restoring the child's face to what it had been.
Feeling the blanket becoming moist from the infant's melting body, Rosalie
removed it and threw it aside and laid the baby in the snow. She gently patted snow
onto the infant's entire body while talking to it in loving, soothing tones.
She did this all night.
The rising sun blanketed the prairie with its warmth and the air grew still.
As the sun rose higher in the sky and the landscape became heated, the animals still
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around Rosalie and the infant began to melt. Rosalie lifted the melting infant in her
arms and held the child close.
***
When Roger returned home and didn't find his wife inside the house he went out in
the back yard. He first found the blanket then beside the bed of twigs and dead
grass he found Rosalie's wet clothes lying in a puddle.
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Richard Fein

A Leaflet in the Wind
She floated through the crowd like a leaflet in the wind,
to protest a war or support one;
she didn't know which.
The speeches were garbled, the flyers confusing
but she loved the songs.
Around her all linked hands and so did she.
An electricity ran through them all.
Even she felt the powerful charge―slightly.
But she linked to no one when the chain broke
and then like smoke they all drifted away.
Alone again.
A strong evening breeze stirred the discarded flyers
which blew hard politics against the wire fence.
That same breeze blew her dress up but she hardly noticed.
For the evening park lights turned into ballroom chandeliers,
and she was lost in the arms of some shy bachelor
who came out of the crowd and asked her to dance.
But a garbage truck honked and opened her eyes
and she wandered off again entirely alone
going east, or west, or north, or south.
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Alan John Campbell

Coitus interruptus
Listen for… the marriage of chimera resonating
congress of serpent and reptile
aquatic and terrestrial, winged wrestling with mechanicearthbound logic,
engulfed, flooded by intuitive
instrumental fusions of grounded and esoteric
between night-visionaries and thermal seekers; adventurer
wooing hermit
inert, windblown, current-borne - biologic, phobia-meetsphilic
spoken and scribed - then read
between embossed truths, incised fakery spawning
mischievous/(mercurial) spores.
Amalgamations of fleet feet and crawlers, spectra of red and
violet
matrimony of ovum and sperm
forgotten, real, organic plastic, malleable recovered clay,
passed with expected
immortal with expired.
Moving heat from the chiller; momentarily anti-ambient
attitude
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preserved spices mingling with fresh.
Cornering, encircling, sealing, leaping multiples at a time
pushing the envelope lagging punctuations
at once simultaneous and separated; distinct and conjoined.
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Boletilemang Gabokgatlhe

Massacre at Jibui Swamps
His chest threatened to blow apart as he galloped frantically under the azure
savannah sky. The heat from the naked sun was uncompromising. The sun that
seemed to hover at tree top level gave him no respite. His body ached in million
places but he could not stay under the soothing shade of the Marula trees that grew
in the area.
He was on the run. Physical pain mated with mental exhaustion to produce
a state of indescribable anguish. On and on, he ran, his body now a furnace craving
for a blanket of a cool shade.
Far and safe enough, he decided as he came upon a sanctuary of dense trees
and shrubs. He came to a stop and dragged himself to the largest tree. It was after
what seemed a hundred years and thousand pains that he reached the shade.
At the centre of the shade there was an out of place dead branch that
seemed to have been deliberately put there. There was a thin copper wire that
snaked from it and went up to the tree's branches. In his right mind, he could have
been wary of stepping on that branch, but that day he could not co-ordinate his
mind with his body. It was the right hind leg that stepped on the branch first.
At the wink of an eye he was upside-down like a carcass hanged at an
abattoir. An ugly indecipherable groan of shock and disbelief escaped
simultaneously with the painful 'twang' of a hip joint dislocating. The will to
survive vanished from his mind and before he passed out he saw the ghastly events
of the day passing before his eyes like a movie in fast motion.
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***
It was a bright morning with the promise of a beautiful day for the animals of Jibui
swamps. All the animals of the swamps were at home. Some were browsing, some
playing and bathing in the swamps while others were standing contentedly in
relaxation.
A herd of buffaloes grazed on the eastern side of the swamps. To the west,
families of zebras and wildebeests were busy playing with one another. To the
south ostriches mixed freely with springboks in neighbourly understanding.
Deeper north, a family of three, with heads bowed, was royally approaching
the Jibui swamps. It was two adult white rhinos, seemingly proud of their young
calf that mischievously darted around in pursuit of its shadow.
Birds of all kinds and pursuits were in patrol, covering every stretch of the
swamps. A cacophony of competing shrill melodies punctuated the damp air. The
hooting of owls snugly synthesised with the cooing of doves to produce a sound
soothing to the ear. The sharp call of diving fish eagles reverberated from the banks
of the swamps from time to time.
In the middle of the swamps ducks expertly pedalled as though practising
for an imminent Olympic challenge. From the papyrus reeds, nests of quelea birds
hanged precariously as the birds dashed in and out to lay their eggs.
From the surface the swamps looked deceptively unoccupied by large
marine animals. Besides the water lilies and papyrus reeds that lavishly sprouted
from the heart of the swamps there was nothing to indicate that marine life under
the gentle waters was varied and active.
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The swamps were home to the great barbel, bream and tiger fish. There
were also different species of lesser fish, which inhabited the swamps. Besides fish
the swamps belonged to the crocodile and the hippopotamus. These were the big
two of Jibui swamps.
The Jibui swamps were a unique and beautiful gift of nature. The abundant
water that covered the vast area of flat land originated in Namibia and Angola. It
travelled months through the Okavango delta before bursting and becoming the
Thamalakane River. On passing Maun town the river metamorphosed becoming the
mighty Boteti River that faithfully fed the Jibui swamps.
The Jibui swamps had become a haven for a variety of animals because
there were few if none resident predators in the area. Large predators such as lions
and leopards were concentrated several miles away at the Makgadikgadi pans. It
was small predators such as jackals and hyenas, which at times patrolled the area in
the dead of the night. The Jibui harmony however was not to last for long, for on
that fateful bright morning a new kind of predators were on the loose.
The predators were two in number and identical in all aspects. They were
four-wheeled creatures, dusty and ugly. As they negotiated the treacherous
wetlands they roared and groaned in unison. These were pick-up vans. Inside, there
was a bunch of red eyed and khaki clad monsters. They were merchants of death,
two legged and the most destructive. There was a fetid air that stubbornly
enveloped them like an unwashed blanket. They were poachers.
The Jibui serenity came tumbling down as the staccato of machine gun fire
rattled, piercing through the air and shattering the peaceful day. An instant later the
female rhino went down in a grotesque heap, her body riddled all over with bullets.
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Uncomprehendingly the bull tried to come to the rescue of the cow but before he
could reach her, his body started gyrating as bullets tore his body in scores,
disembowelling him in the process. Before dying he looked at his young calf with
an eye that said, "Run son, run!" Like a good boy the young rhino took to his heels
with a pounding heart.
Unnerved by gunfire, the animals spread in all directions in a dead run. The
male buffaloes gathered all their young and females, and in a marathon escorted
them on a north -west direction, directly to where the poachers were. The poachers
realised their danger too late and the best if not the worst they could do was to
unleash a volley of automatic fire upon the advancing herd. Buffaloes fell in
dozens, but the herd did not retreat. It galloped straight at the poachers, raising a
mushroom of a dust in their wake.
***
"Serge look!" The sergeant abruptly and professionally brought the dirty green
Landrover to a stop. Herds of animals were fleeing and from the way they ran they
looked downright exhausted. A variety of animals were spread throughout the veld,
running in all sorts of confused formations.
"Constable, no doubt these are animals of the swamps and they must’ve
been really spooked for them to flee this far." Sergeant Kelotlhoko Tlholego
observed.
"They are still on the run serge." Constable Tshomarelo Naga corrected.
"Yes constable, let's check the situation at the swamps." The sergeant
started the car and began accelerating in earnest. The going was tough and rough
since the place was littered with holes of antbears and springhares. They pushed on,
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their speedometer hovering at around sixty. After some few minutes, they came
upon a small forest and at once spotted a young white rhino swinging from a tree.
Quickly the sergeant brought the Landrover next to the trapped animal and
the two officers expertly vaulted from their open van. The constable supported the
head of the young rhino while the sergeant swiftly cut the copper wire with his
jungle survival knife. The rhino fell with a loud thud but after examination they
were satisfied that it would survive.
Quickly they got back into their Landrover, checked their AK 47 assault
rifles and drove away, this time going at seventy kilometres per an hour. In silence
they drove, their eyes darting everywhere. All along the way they passed young and
old animals in different stages of exhaustion.
They reached the swamps in the evening when the sun was slowly and
surely bidding farewell to the world. The sight that met them on the northern side
of the swamps was ghastly, so much that the sergeant stepped on the brakes
involuntarily.

The

Landrover

bumped

into

some

antbear

holes

and

unceremoniously came to a screeching stop. Swiftly the two officers alighted, their
weapons at the ready.
Death stinks and intoxicates. It does not matter what is dead. Whether it is a
person, animal or plant it stinks. If carried to excess it makes one retch with pain.
What met the two officers was more than death. It was carnage, a heartless
massacre. Carcasses of buffaloes were in all shapes of death. Some had their
entrails completely removed while others had their skulls shattered and their brains
scattered all over.
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Ants were busy feasting on the rivulets of blood which were making various
meandering tributaries going to nowhere in particular. Six people were under the
carcasses of buffaloes and were cold in death. Next to them lay an assortment of
weapons which included a Fabrique Nationale rifle, General Purpose Machine Gun
and an AK 47 rifle.
A hundred metres away two rhinos were entangled in death. Their bodies
were decorated with ugly tattoos of bullet holes. Even in death the two rhinos
looked majestic. The vultures had picked at their tongues and eyes. Having been
frightened by the Landrover, some vultures were circling above, while others stood
a few metres away in hungry anticipation. A distance away two pick up vans of the
poachers stood, oblivious of their environment.
Slowly and in a state of stupor, disbelief, pain and anger, the two officers
moved from one animal to the other. All animals were contorted with the
magnitude of pain they must have suffered before dying. The sergeant came upon
an old buffalo and knelt next to it. One bullet had entered through the right eye and
completely shattered the skull when escaping. The animal's stomach had been
ripped open by bullets, and ghastly of all, the animal had been pregnant. The foetus
had been turned into minced meat by the poachers' bullets.
Tears started streaming down the sergeant's cheeks. The foetus had died
before it was born, the sergeant mournfully thought. Some lines came painfully into
the sergeant's mind. He knew that those lines were recited by a primary pupil in
Xhumo during their conservation campaign in Boteti area. The lines went
something like:
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The evil that men do is that they do nothing but destroy
For every dozen trees they uproot men plant naught
For every species wiped out men introduce nothing
For every hole they create men don't patch
That’s the evil men do
The constable had wandered off inspecting the massacre, and when he came
to the corpses of the poachers he angrily pointed at them and shouted, “good
riddance you good for nothing creatures!” He remembered Shakespeare's Julius
Caesar. "Serge, there is a Shakespearean saying that the evil that men do..."
"Shut up constable!" The constable noticed that his senior was sobbing
painfully and he stealthily walked away towards the pick-up vans.
When he looked inside the back of the first van constable Naga nearly
fainted. Without any decorum he retched, his vomit soaking his camouflaged
fatigues. He choked on his vomit. Never before had he vomited like that. The
sergeant came to his side and he simply pointed at the back of the van. The sergeant
could not believe his eyes.
Nicely packed were freshly cut elephant tusks numbering thirty or
thereabouts. Like a person in a trance he proceeded to the second van and at the
back were freshly cut rhinoceros horns amounting to about a dozen. Dejectedly the
sergeant returned to his Landrover and took out the field radio. He started fiddling
with the controls until he was satisfied.
"Leopard calling Zebra... Zebra can you read? Headquarters do you read
me?"
"Radio procedure Leopard, repeat radio procedure Leopard."
"Now listen you sofa warming lazy son of...”
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"What evil..."
"Yes evil, evil I say Zebra, you can't believe the evil men..."
The rat-arat-arat sound of an AK 47 interrupted the sergeant. He switched
off the radio and turned around to see the constable firing his rifle from the hip at
the corpses of the poachers. After a while the sound of the rifle came to an eerie
silence indicating a spent magazine. The two officers looked at each other for some
time and then slightly nodded their heads in mutual understanding.
At that moment the sun sank, embarrassed by the evil that men and perhaps
women do.
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Emmanuel Jessie Kalusian

My Son Dances Surugede
Dance my child,
but when the drumbeat changes; do not dance—
i tell you, do not dance
for it is Surugedethe dance of the spirits; the dance of your
ancestors.
Oya dance, if you wish to join them before your time;
the dance of death, the dance of your ancestors, is fast and
sweet
and the drumbeat is soft and slow—
but listen for a change of tune:
if it is not Egwu, if it is not Mgbede, if it is not Ekpe—
my son, leave the stage; forget your shadow and run for your
life;
for death is sweet in the ear; but i tell you my son—
kolanut would be sweeter; when it enters your mouth—
now, do not say i did not warn you
if the spirits beckon you;
turn them down, with your own mouth, turn them down—
tell them father wants you, mother needs you and that
you haven’t eaten breakfast;
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do not die my son,
tell them with your own mouth that you wish to live
and if they tell you there’s life after death—
tell them father said such life is like kolanut when it enters
the mouth of a child—
he will soon regret eating it
don’t say i didn’t warn you,
let the sound of the wind carrying my voice bear witness
thati told so:
if it is not Mgbede, if it is not Egwu, if it is not Ekepe—
do notdance, for it is Suregede: the famous dance in the
spirit world,
it is sweet in the ear, it moves your feet, it sounds like
something you know…
but i tell you my son, turn them down
do not dance, let the drum beaters beat their misery…
you do not belong there
come back to your world
come back to your body
come back to life, my son.
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TS Hidalgo

Café de la Paix
You should have seen yourself,
barricaded
(the violent August sun on the asphalt).
First voltage,
one of those that leave their mark:
100% Hitchcock.
And I attended,
In mid-plane,
like seeing a painting for the first time,
the ritual of beautiful calm delicate automations of your
hands,
picking your black hair
(and this is something that TV ads do not explain).
There, having coffee,
you managed to stop time
with infinite glamor,
and, meanwhile,
I, spellbound.
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scrutinized all my potential runaways.
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Adeosun Adams

We Treat Places like Family
Before I was a boy, I was a girl. This is what my parents say. The first time I was,
as a girl, I died before I could have a name. This, the boy, is my second coming. I
have decided to not contest this fantasy. Isn’t it beautiful to know one has existed in
a different form in a past life?
My father says I died the first time because the world is a war zone and haven’t
you seen how girls are (not) faring? Mother’s version isn’t much different. While a
girl, I was killed by evil forces. Now, this boy has returned to defeat the forces.
These vignettes deliver an image of Arnold Schwarzenegger saying, ‘The
terminator will be back’. I’m not religious enough to believe, but I indulge both my
parents and wonder if this is why I have many names including one that is
feminine.
***
I grew up in a landlocked dozing city in the Southwest of Nigeria. Save for a recent
trip to Cameroon in Central Africa, I have only flowed through the south-western
states, crossing from Osun where I live to Oyo where I school, Lagos on an
academic visit and Kwara, once, to see a movie. This leaves out 33 other states that
I’ve been planning – dreaming – to see.
Osogbo, my hometown, is congregated such that commuting between my
grandfather’s house and school, as a primary school student, reduced the city to a
few kilometres. Only recently has it expanded, spreading its industries outwards,
toward the outskirts. This system of development makes travelling the city feel like
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driving through a man’s body. On a road out of town, you could be thinking, I’m in
the head of the city. On another, you could say, this is the right leg of the city and
although you will not be right, you won’t be wrong either.
The Christmas holiday of 2016 was the first time I visited home and didn't wish
I was somewhere else. I had not succeeded in staying a week at a stretch in the
three years since I left. But here I was on the evening of my seventh day in my
hometown, taking a walk in Mandela Freedom Park. I had trekked miles, over a
bridge, through a small market, and followed the path to the end where the big
market is. There, I got on a bus. At my destination, when I handed the driver a fifty
naira note and lingered, expecting a balance. He asked, ‘What?’ The fare has
increased. I wonder if I have increased too.
My maternal grandpa named me Owolabi which translates, albeit loosely, to ‘we
birthed money’. My father won a local government chairmanship election seven
days after my birth. At birth, among other illnesses, I was jaundiced. Just like when
I was a girl. I didn't have a proper christening because names are meant for the
living and I was in the war zone battling death.
I have no memory of my mother's womb, or a midwife's hands, or an incubator.
But I have seen pictures from my first birthday which my mother said was marked
with a cow. Sometimes I wonder about this cow. Was it spotted, plain white or
dehorned? I don't remember. But I remember wearing female dresses in a room in
my maternal grandpa’s house after my parents separated years later. I remember
dinners with over a dozen other people - cousins, nieces, nephews, siblings. I
remember girls with orange seeds for breasts teaching me how to kiss them in
house corners. I remember grandpa's voice asking, Owolabi, are you okay? I
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remember wishing he would call me Yomi like the other people at the dinner table
did. Some names are anchors tethering us to the past.
***
How home is a shifting, changing, mutating thing has been the subject of many
great works of art. In Diana Evans’ novel, 26a, Bessi and Georgia made a home of
the loft of 26 Waifer Avenue; Lenrie Peters wrote in his poem, We Have Come
Home: ‘we have come home/ where through the lightning flash/ and thundering
rain/ the famine the drought,/ the sudden spirit/ lingers on the road/ supporting the
tortured remnants/ of the flesh/ that spirit which asks no favour/ of the world/ but to
have dignity’. Home is not ambiguous, it is just complex.
My home used to be my grandfather’s famous two-storey house before it moved
on, unceremoniously, to wherever my mother was. Now, it is me, earphones
plugged in, a book in my hand. I have become my home.
***
I left my hometown for school at seventeen when I gained admission to the
university. Sometimes I wish I left for somewhere far away. Say, London or Berlin.
Somewhere you can point to on a map and whoever you are talking to will know,
immediately, where it is. Instead, I left for Ogbomoso, five hundred naira away. If
Osogbo is a dozing city, Ogbomoso is a sleeping town. The town sleeps in until the
sun has made an appearance before rising and sets with the sun.
The fast lane of the town is the university where students who double as internet
business moguls are king. The internet moguls live in lushly furnished apartments,
use high-end devices and drive luxurious cars. Returning from a club at night, dead
drunk, they over-speed on reverse all the way to their apartments. This is where I
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have come to school – the fast lane. I’m drawn to the fast life, I must confess. The
cars. The girls. The glamour. I want them. But it’s not enough to want them.
In my freshman year of school, a final year brethren who was also a Christian
evangelist approached me in the waiting area of the university’s clinic where I was
waiting to complete my medical examinations. He sat beside me, so close that I
became self-conscious, and introduced himself.
The man started with the Biblical story of Daniel, Shedrach, Meshach and
Abednego. He said they were different. That they didn’t defile themselves with the
king’s meat. That they didn’t bow to the king’s golden statue. The many times the
fast life of the internet business moguls has called to me, I have moved a foot in its
direction only to pull back sharply, as if stung by my own desires. I want to believe
this is because of Daniel and Shedrach and Meshach and Abednego prodding my
conscience, saying, ‘boy, you are different’. But I’m not sure I’m a believer.
‘This school is like Babylon. Not all those who arrive at the beginning leave in
the end, ’the man said. It sounded like a punchline. The kind that make up great rap
and poetry. The kind you may find in a Kanye West or Sia Furler song. But now,
after 4 years, that I have lost a lecturer, a classmate and a good friend to the
quicksand –death - it sounds like a curse.
***
In Building Climatology, we learnt that Ogbomoso is a Transition zone. Its
weathers are extreme. I know how to wait out the cold and the hot. I know how to
get turtlenecks and hoodies in May, short sleeves and V-necks in October, and
shades in January. But when the extreme weather is on the inside, somewhere in
the north of my chest, I can only leave.
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When the good times double back – which they almost always do - and become
bad, I carry my backpack and head for a car park. There is loyalty at a car park.
There are transit buses waiting to ferry you away. They don’t care what you’re
leaving behind. They understand that at times, what you’re running from is on the
inside. So, they get on the road. Speed. Swerve. Fall into potholes. They go. They
serve you tall mountains and green meadows and wild trees in one drawn out
breath. They make you dance in your seat until you feel your weight drop such that
when you alight at the other side, in a new or familiar place, you are lighter. And
alive. Ibadan gives me life.
Everyone sees the brown roofs scattered in the valleys of Ibadan, the rude, fat
market woman who lives for her wit and the dirt strewn along the streets. Who sees
how the roads run away to varnishing points and become a labyrinth? In Ibadan,
you don’t standby a roadside - or a bus stop - to flag down a cab to your doorstep.
You need to break the journey into different media. Like a triathlon. Sometimes
you start in a cab, switch to a bike somewhere in the journey and end up walking
the final lap. Ibadan wrestles your mind out of itself and forces you to focus on her.
This city speaks to its people. It calls your name. You hear it, softly, in the
breeze wheezing past at tangents to your ears and, harshly, in the car horns going
off in the hands of impatient drivers. Those who have not become deaf are guided
and shown the way into Ibadan’s magnificence. Walls of Ibadan curated by
Adedayo Adeyemi Agarau, is an Instagram based gallery.
The photographer who is also a student of Food, nutrition and dietetics has been
documenting the streets of Ibadan for about a year now. His Instagram gallery
houses around a hundred street photographs. He captioned a picture of graffiti on a
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mud wall thus: Ibadan has a way of passing their messages. The walls hold history,
they hold stories, they hold time, they hold people.
Agarau is one son of Ibadan who sees the poetry in the city of dust. He sees the
kids walking the streets with dreams for eyes, the minarets rising to the sky like
early morning prayers, the family houses foregrounded by a market. He sees them
through the eyes of his camera and knows them by name. He is seduced by the
righteousness of Ibadan so he couldn’t have seen me in a club at Agbowo on a
Sunday night.
***
I have a relationship with Ibadan, a kind I never had with my hometown. Osogbo
closes in on me like a predator. Its discordant rhythm – modern architecture
weaving into the traditional – is deceitful. Its people too. I grew up hearing my
name in the mouths of strangers. I almost always ended up with a stranger who
could recite my family panegyric or would make me watch while they recalled the
part of my childhood they belonged. These creepy people who conjured memories I
couldn’t place became the reasons I found alternatives to major roads: byways.
My byways have become major roads now but I don’t need them anymore. I
still run into these familiar strangers and they still creep me out. However, I have
learnt to excuse myself. To reject their memories politely and move on. When,
while seeking my father at a political party meeting, a woman called my name, I
smiled at her and sat at a distance. She would later tell my father that I didn’t
remember her; her who used to carry me as a kid.
***
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There is a way places transcend geography such that a mere knowledge of their
latitudes and longitudes almost become perverse. In my Traditional Architecture
classes, we students engage the lecturer. Sometimes, academic statements are
translated to indictments and roles are reversed. The students take authority and the
lecturer has to listen because while his knowledge of places is from a textbook,
ours is accumulated over years through communicating with a place.
This rebellion is simple: We grew up getting lost, finding shortcuts and
hideouts, seeking adventure. We watched our homes transition from towns to cities
as we transformed from boys to men. We saw acres of land go from bush to soil to
industries. We saw the relaxation parks rise where our playgrounds used to be. We
were there when the bulldozers came to pull our fathers’ houses down for roads to
pass through. We know our cities. We are our cities. You can’t reduce us to
didactic terms and rigid generalizations. However, the lecturer is awakened when
we take shots at his hometown. On this side of the earth, we treat places like
family.
Memories don’t exist in a vacuum. Isn’t this why there is such a thing as
context? As people grow up and move on, their memories take the shape of the
places they have been. Places are canvasses upon which moments are painted. In
my head, Osogbo is childhood and innocence, Ogbomoso smells like coming of
age, uncertainty and mistakes, Ibadan holds freedom, Lagos sounds like ambition,
Ilorin bodes healing, Limbe wears the face of friendship.
I have never met England but history says she visited Nigeria before my mother
farted me into this war zone, before I was a boy, before I was the girl that preceded
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the boy, before I learnt that a place could be a brother or friend or lover. History
says England is pretty but hers is the obese body of privilege.
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David Amore

Ajantiele
(Song of Precaution)
Have you heard of Orunmila's caveat?
Astride zest of immoral dealings
Have you heard the briefing of Ajantiele
An admonition song that gods voice.

Consultation they say its duly depicts
For Opele will never absurdly speak
Enactment they called its noble bearings
For tangibility dwells in Ifa’sclamouring.

Obatala they say sojourns in mysteries
Oyeku they call emblem of sensitivity
Agbonmiregun they say cribs in potency
For homage is what they duly forfeits.

Ifayemi listens to the gods interdiction
And "imho" of the malevolent spirit
Ifafunmilayo listens to ordained prescript
And the potency of their monitoring.
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Fáfúnwá hearkens heart to this story
Fágbénró may you go on and sustain me
I say this was the myths of my journey
From the summons of Esubeleke's charges

Fáyẹmi sits and reprieves these ideologies
I said on my voyage, I meet sympathies
I meet Aye-koto with recalcitrant blustering
I heard its pleasantries of advisory.

Slaloming my way towards Osun river
Where on trees incubus adheres to things
I heard the cuckoo's indigenous sprout
Of Ajantiele, Ajantiele in soothing rhymes.

Odidere perching upon Iroko's slab
Aluko virtuously nesting on the other side
Spewing songs of remonstrance
Of Ajantiele, Ajantiele in accorded rhymes.

They sang with eerie voices that I can hear
They sang of these homages that I bare
They sang of you; they sang of me
They sang of Fálàna and ̀Fadójútimi.
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They sang of helping, giving and sharing
They sang of loving and also for caring
They sang of grain enough for gleaning
They sang of life and sense of timing.

They sang of actions and consequences
They sang of secrets you've been hiding
They sang of life and her travesties
They sang of moderation and its benefits.

They sang of limbs that are ladened
They are of wrought that is burdened
They sang of hearts and mindful meed
Of AjantieleAjantiele in soothing verses

They sang of of eyes that are dewy
They sang of steps that are slipping
They sang of might and overbearings
AjantieleAjantiele the song on their lips.

They sang of what and the wherefores
They sang of that and the therefore
They sang of remarks with questionable phrase
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That will become known 'one of these days.

Abeni please never put the food on coal
Ajani please never flog pestle with dynamos
For a song is on for ears to modulate
A forethought sung of Ajantiele Ajantiele.
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Philip Kobylarz

The One Who Gets Away
He was your basic paranoid type. A painter. In this vein, a realist. Portraits of locals
was his thing. And objects. His one really good effort was a study of a bed sheet. A
white bed sheet. It looked like it was actually tossed within the frame. People
would go up and touch it, much to his consternation.
He did landscapes too. Always something tranquil. A farmhouse, a stream,
a plot of green land. He wasn't painting regularly since he hooked up with the
Gallery because Rex worked him to death. Rex antagonized him like living hell for
reasons nobody knows. Probably it was because Raymond was so damn tall, nearly
seven feet, and Rex was only five foot eight. Reason enough.
Raymond didn't have much quotidian luck. He hated getting up in the
morning, came into work late, stayed until seven or eight at night, ate, slept, visited
the bathroom for lengthy intervals of time at the Gallery, sort of made his job into
his second home. Indeed the Gallery was a cooperative, a funny title that is
destined to never work in such a manner, but Rex and Nora were living in the back
of the place, so it was really their home away from home, too. In the meantime they
were renovating a trailer they were fixing up out in the hills. They didn't need a son
and Raymond was around all the time.
He didn't smoke, listened to all kinds of music, usually hard rock, constantly
lunched on self-made ham sandwiches, with a jar of pickles, and worked at a
leisurely pace.
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He hailed from somewhere in Michigan. Never said much about his youth.
Would talk about too many things when he pinned you down in conversation. He'd
go on about his journals, his weird and perverse attempts at poetry, or what he
called his own type of new literature. He would sketch little caricatures all about
the Gallery, mostly near the wall where the phone was. A note about the phone: it
was once white. Underneath it years of grime from iron dust and grease and
ketchup smears and mouthfuls of smoke, was its original shell, now cracked, but
miraculously keeping its guts of electricity functioning.
Raymond did the faces of everyone at work. None too well, either. Never
himself, and no one knows why. His favorite writer was Lewis Carroll. Sometimes
he brought in his books, loaned from the library, and books on photography most
usually dedicated to the subject of the nude. The man was starved for affection
even though he had a girlfriend.
She was a big woman of Swedish-Irish descent who sometimes
moonlighted for the Gallery as a book-keeper, and who always was in between
lousy, low-pay jobs. Her name was Anne. She was a clean freak, thus her visits to
the Gallery were far and in between.
When she did show up, she was quite nice to everyone. Big smiles and
ample gossip. She talked of the goings-on of the small town she lived in. These
stories involved infidelity, drunkenness, tragedy, heartbreak, and resolution. And
she regularly tried to pawn off her stock of natural, health conscious, green
cleaning supplies. She was sort of a rep for a local company, toting in these
expensive products of hippies gone bourgeois, to sell to the business at cut rate
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prices. Out of pity Nora bought a few and kept them under the sink of the
bathroom, so no one would ever discover such a transaction of folly.
Once, the happy couple, Raymond and Anne, decided to have a dinner party
to show off the new house they had just rented. Three bedrooms, a porch, a cellar,
big kitchen, right in the midst of the town (678 population) for only two hundred
and fifty dollars a month. The reason why humans continue to populate the
Midwest reason made obvious.
The carpets of the first floor level had just been cleaned. The orange lawn of
the main room was brilliant; the sea green of the hall was luxurious. Raymond's
paintings hung on every available inch of wall space. Anne put out bowls of
pretzels and nuts as appetizers. There was a bouquet of prairie wildflowers
adorning a coffee table varnished, by the smell of it, a day hence.
Three of the nine people invited came. A tumultuous downpour broke half
an hour before the get-together. When the first guest, Pablo, came in, Anne almost
fainted at the wet footprints he left in the carpet, but she composed herself while
fixing her hair in the tiny half-bathroom off the kitchen.
Mikey came in next, toting dope smoking paraphernalia, and started to light
up at his presumed seat at the dinner table. Much to the chagrin of Anne, Raymond
joined him, and within minutes, the house smelled of a skunk farm. Dana arrived
shortly after and remarked that the place smelled as sweet s a highway ditch in the
height of summer.
Anne asked everyone to sit down, put on an lp of Nina Simone, and brought
out from the oven the main dish: roasted pheasant. Raymond popped open the
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bottle of California rouge. Mikey was especially hungry so asked to be passed the
cold corn salad.
When Raymond sat down, his knees jolted the table, which spilled the
bottle of wine all over it, then, as he was getting up to make amends for the mess,
hit his head on the overhung light fixture which rained down a flurry of dried up
insects, mostly moths and gnats.
Anne turned red. Then she began to cry.
The rain outside was coming down in sheets. Dana didn't mind the spice of
dried bugs on her portion of the pheasant and began eating, after scraping them off
with her knife, joking about the mysterious, but very good indeed, flavoring. Anne
bolted up out of her chair and ran upstairs to the sound of a slamming door.
Party that had begun was over. The three of them finished the food, opened
up another bottle of wine, this time white, and a six pack appeared from the cellar.
A steady drip of water had begun to squeeze its way through the crack on the
ceiling in the kitchen, so Raymond promptly put the empty mashed potato pan
underneath. Nora, Mikey, and Raymond went to sit on the porch since they were
getting wet indoors anyway, turned up the volume of the record player, and set
their sights on smoking the rest of the dope until only its dust and a few seeds
remained.
Dana and Mikey apologized for the stream of events, the lack of others,
etcetera, but Raymond shrugged it off, rationalizing that Anne could miss a few
meals for the better. They called for her to come down; she said she would in a
minute.
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Mikey, on a whim of flighty intoxication, told Raymond that his pictures
were awful pretty – the still lives of medicinal plants, the rural land forms, the
sheet, and the portraits of locals, but wondered out loud why there weren't any
nudes.
Raymond eased himself back into his iron rocking chair and attempted
thought. He said, well, that, is was a case of, well, never meeting a model (meaning
a woman) with a body of a model (meaning perfect) who would get to know me
well enough to feel comfortable enough to disrobe in front of me. While he said
this he was looking at Dana's heels, exposed by her clogs.
He said his dream was to find just such a perfect female, classic bodycaring mind- intelligent and loving, not to have as a lover, but as a friend, a partner
in the artistic process, as he put it, and he would capture her essence in a, singular,
nude study, that he would never show to the public, but just keep in his studio, his
own personal Galatea, as a reminder of what?: Time, death, the joy of the physical.
For all the parties Raymond went to, and all the bars, and all the art shows and
vernissages, it was impossible for him to find, this apriori woman concealed in so
many different bodies layered in so many layers of confusing clothes.
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Chanda 'Medley' Chongo

Voices in a Voice
Yes I can't deny
there are times when I get lost in my tiny world
where tears are an infinite remedy
a cold world that fills my mind with sadness.
It's more like Hennessey
brewing bitter voices in my mind
I don't get this anymore
I feel dead inside—
My shadow dwindles away from my body
yet I'm a man who scorches under the sun.
It feels like am walking a journey that has no path.
I keep on chasing pavements
even though they lead me to nowhere.
Is it because I'm a replica of lost comets
dangling in cornerless walls of the universe?
Is it because I love walking on the sea shores
where sea waves sing emotional songs?
Yes I do feel these Adele melodies
plopping in my blood.
"Mad world" just like as I sing this song with dad.
I'm a man who crawls on bended knees
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trying to catch the stars
but they keep on drifting away
'wish you could see my scars—
Sometimes I try to see myself in the mirror
but no, all I see are mirrors in a mirror.
broken pieces ladened with my masculinity.
My head has become a calabash of pain
It sucks on bitter memories
and voices that echo in my dusty heart.
One, two and then three
I pierce my voice through a crowded crowd
but no one hears my cries
'wish they could pause for a second
and have a glimpse of my scars
and listen to the husky voices in a voice.
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C. Blome William

Graveside
Don’t grab at me, o sexy dum-dum,
you leave that to the untrimmed nettles
or the hybrid tea roses wife number one
was so ready to live and die for,
and if you love me as much as you say,
then strangle to death my midget enemies
as they ignore the treaties of marriage
it took forever for her and me
to think up, draw up, and promulgate.
I’m seeing now we did all that
during roughly the same noisy moments
you and your big friends used her bra
to cup the seed they sowed like thread
into the stormy atmosphere,
and they goose-step yet on turned-up dirt.
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Sneha Subramanian Kanta

Roads of Gravel
It seemed like the Thames had colored the carpets inside the room with a tinge of
brown. There was a porcelain jug with fine pink flowers, in their miniature glory all
around it. Dada had brought it from one of his trips to Kashmir. A merchant of
spices, he had been all over the world. The dust jackets of cities were familiar to his
blood. It was a tea-cup set he had brought in 1955, when Kittu was not born yet.
"Come along with me to Calcutta", he had said then. "We will go to Darjeeling
from there. I will hire a chauffeur. We get very good tea." She was his only
grandchild, the lone survivor of his family after her parents had died in one of the
uprisings. He was against their social activism and moved shores to forget the
atrocities of memory.
Kittu had willfully agreed and traveled from England to India on one of
Dada's business trips. There, she saw his ancestral haveli and remarked of its eerie
silence.
"Dadu, are there ghosts here?"
"Ha ha, no beta. There is nothing such as a ghost."
"...but Maushmi di, the housekeeper, says that there are sounds of payals
heard every amavasya. They echo through the pillars."
"Ha! Uneducated people — beta, do not engage in idle gossip. I say, you
must read some good books. I will get you some books of Virgil and Shakespeare."
"Who are they?"
"You must know them. They have produced the finest literature."
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"Better than my nursery rhyme notebooks? They make me sleepy."
He patted her head and said, "No more thinking about ghosts, OK?"
She reluctantly nodded.
Kittu was not convinced and thought she would fetch answers herself. It
was fifteen days before amavasya, and the holidays were long. She prepared herself
to the situation that if a ghost indeed does appear, she'd keep her calm.
On the afternoon of the fifteenth day, she was enjoying the shade of cold
trees and a blanket of sunbeam when she heard a glass crack. She ran indoors to see
that a stray cat had come in and collided against one of the glass cups on the table.
Maushmi di had the cat out soon, and Kittu smiled at her.
"You must not feed stray animals, baby."
"I am sorry, di", she nudged. "Isn't today amavasya?"
"Haan, baby", she said. "I have work now. I have to light the chulha so
sahib has hot water for bath."
"Please tell me for two minutes, I want to hear about the ghost story."
"Baby, this is no time."
Kittu did not relent. "Will you please tell me the story? I promise to have
okra and bhath for lunch, I will not waste a morsel."
"OK", Maushmi smiled. "First, let me get the water ready. Bhalo? You wait
in a chair on the dining table. I will tell you the story when I am cutting the
vegetables."
Kittu abidingly sat on the chair, playing with the large velvet patterns of its
cushion. The purple, yellow, black and pink looked pale because of its texture.
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"OK baby", Maushmi returned. "I will tell you the story. Come here", she
looked at her, "Your hair needs to be tied into a plait."
"...but I never tie my hair in England."
"You must know, baby, if you don't tie your hair, you will lose so many
strands every day. Listen to me."
Kittu did not want to argue. "OK, please tell me the story now."
***
Maushmi took a rubber band in her hand and placed the edge of the comb inbetween her lips. When she finally started combing Kittu's hair, she began the
story.
"Many years back, there was a dulhan in this haveli. She was newlywed and
there was great pomp and ceremony with which the marriage was conducted. I was
one of the new helpers here, very young myself. The memsahib had given me
plenty of gifts and sweets."
As she caressed Kittu's hair, she looked into the folds of yesterday and
continued, "The dulhan's family were well to do and were from Ballygunge. On the
day of their engagement, there was the finest of cutlery and food varieties of all
types — there were special assistants brought from Europe to make special food."
Kittu heard her intently.
Maushmi smiled, "There was all kinds of juices and fruits transported from
all over the world. The Roy family, my previous sahibs, was very rich and had ties
across seven seas. Still, madam was very religious and believed in God. She went
to the temple every Sunday to pray for baba's marriage. He was the only heir they
had got, and wanted a beautiful bride for their haveli."
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"Why was the baba not allowed to choose his bride? In England everybody
has free choices."
"These were those times, baby. The karta of the family took major
decisions. These days, everything is different. Time changes the face of
everything."
"What was the next episode, Maushmi di?"
"Haan, baby. As I was saying, memsahib went to shani bhagwaan temples
on Saturdays as the family astrologer had predicted a bad row of stars bringing ill
fate to baba, delaying his marriage. On Sundays, she went to Kalighat and gave
alms to the poor and dried fruits to the pandits, to be later distributed as prasaad. It
was — mercy of the creator that baba got such a dulhan for himself. The national
movement for independence was in full force, and Nehru had called upon the
Bharat to be united. During that time, just a week before the marriage was
scheduled to take place, memsahib also went to Harmandar sahib to offer her
sincere prayers. She brought trinkets, the finest wheat, rajma and garam masalas
from there, all in many kilos. She also brought water from the nectar pool as a good
omen."
As she began chopping the okras diagonally, the chanter of the big steel
plate echoed through the kitchen. "When memsahib returned, the huge red carpets
were laid out and the dulhan's joda was arranged. There were four silk sarees for
the occasion, especially for the bride. Similarly, there were gifts for all near
relatives. On the wedding day, I remember dulhan looking resplendent in the gold
jewelry and her face had a glow. The haveli was soon filled with more noise and
activity, and the new bahu had taken over her responsibilities very well. Memsahib
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had prayed that bahu and baba will visit the Harmandar sahib for thanksgiving. It
was an ill-fated day", Maushmi said through soft sobs.
"Why, Maushmi di, did something bad happen?"
"Life is like that, baby. Sometimes, human beings are their own enemies.
When bahu and baba went to Amritsar, there were gunfire shots in Jallianwala
baug. Our bahu lost her life there and baba was severely injured. He is living his
life with memory loss even now. Our sahibs had no one to take their empire ahead,
and with bade sahib's deteriorating health, they had to sell their house and move in
a smaller place. They say bahu’s soul is still trapped in this haveli."
"Why do people kill each other?" Kittu asked.
"Everybody wants to dominate everybody, baby. This is kalyug."
“What is a soul, Maushmi di?”
“It is atma – our bodies may wear off but the soul is eternal.”
She wiped her eyes with the edge of her pallu, and Kittu was silent. She
looked at her lovingly, and said, "Maushmi di, when someone dies, they go straight
to heaven and shine upon us as stars. Dadu tells me."
Maushmi patted her head and took out the plates and copper jar of water.
Dada was back from his bath, and asked Kittu if she wanted to go to the local
bookstore to buy some books.
"...but not Virgil or Shakespeare, dadu."
"Ha ha, then what has caught your fancy, beta?"
"Dadu, can I read about the uprising?"
With a raised eyebrow, Dada patted her head and said, "Certainly, beta. Our
history is rich."
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"Why did the British rule over India, dadu?"
"You will know the more you read, beta. For resources, for power, for
control. You will understand as you grow."
"...but I'm a big girl, dadu."
He lightly patted her forehead and said, "Come now and eat, big girl."
The crack of dawn had brought a flurry of memories. Kittu heard the
whistle of the train many years before that transported dada and her to many
stations. She wasn’t able to hear the sound of payal that day night, but as far as she
could remember, the temperatures had fallen drastically. She could not decipher
whether the years had grown colder or if time frozen. The cold of this year had
seeped into her skin. She held a porcelain cup in her wrinkled hands. It were years,
and answers hadn't yet pervaded leeway’s of understanding to her. The act of
growing up – sometimes is a malady. Kitty felt that the atma resounded what the
body forgot to remember.
It was strange, she thought, how a broken tea cup could bring memories.
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Penny Peyser

Couples
They watched a couple on the screen embrace,
Their swollen lips caressing unabashed,
And hands enjoying such a languid pace
Of exploration, bodies all but lashed.
The darkness in the theatre well hid
The husband and his wife who didn’t touch,
Attempting to remember when they did
Desire each other even half as much.
The husband cleared his throat watching the scene
That caused the wife to gaze into her lap
And wonder at the space that lay between
The two of them and could they bridge the gap.
O, life’s merely another shade of gray
When passion’s embers cool and fade away.
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Hiram Larew

Standing Up
Even though we’ll never make love
We made love Think of branches scratching the roof
Imagine wooden wheels
Rolling.
I can already imagine you as if you’ve left
By just standing back in this circle.
Why would fate have put me here
Upside down and spinning around most of you?
What will you make me do before I do?
I should be the not-coming-back
Where you’re headed
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Andrew Condouris

Dovetail
Out the window of the train, the marsh and the burned-out factories moved like
deep-water waves. I was on my way home on a Friday, looking at my tax returns
from Actaeon, the video game company I worked for at the time. The sun crossed
its arms over the passengers’ heads and fell on a woman in a golden dress a few
seats ahead of me. Every so often, she would turn to look out the window across
from her and I would see her profile. She had a large nose and ruddy cheeks. When
I got off the train, I worked through the crowd until I was close behind her. She was
nearly translucent. I reached out furtively and touched the fabric of the dress on her
shoulder. She didn’t notice since I was so careful. I felt an emptiness well up inside
of me when I let go. I watched her hail a cab. She was gone. After a few minutes,
my pulse returned to normal.
I walked through the plaza where children were playing soccer, their knees
grinding into the pavement. I sat and watched them and smoked a cigarette. I
thought of the golden dress, how it held her body in the light. I had seen these
apparitions before, but I had never touched them. Whenever I saw them, I felt like a
new person with a new history. When I was done with my cigarette, I got up and
walked by the delicatessen with the fruit bright under the fluorescent lights. I
touched the lemons to feel something ordinary then went home and slept. I dreamt
of an upside-down umbrella filling up with rain. It was an image I had been slaving
over in the video game I was working on. Sometimes these images stuck on my
retina.
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I woke up in the morning to the sound of light rain on my skylight. Despite
the grubby weather, I went to the museum. When I got there, I did my usual and
studied the stegosaurus skeleton. Seventeen knives across her back. I wandered
aimlessly amongst the busted pottery and masks. I strolled amongst the shards of
metal, the clay encased in glass, the tools and weapons. They had nothing to do
with me and I had nothing to do with them. I mean, I could not use them. They
were found objects bereft of their purpose. In fact, I thought, I should steal them.
Take that bronze bowl and eat oatmeal out of it. That is how history unfolds, isn’t
it? Through spiteful acts?
I admired the atrium’s huge installation of a caterpillar turning into a
butterfly. I remembered hearing a story about a little boy helping a butterfly to
break free of its cocoon. The butterfly falls to the ground with its underdeveloped
wings. The little boy thought he was helping, but in reality the butterfly needed to
strengthen itself before breaking free. I considered the simplicity of the moral of the
tale as I walked beneath each stage of the butterfly’s development. The cocoon
bothered me a bit, the idea of turning into a liquid state and the idea of being a
prisoner. Still, when I got to the end, I thought it was audacious of the butterfly to
be so colorful. Had it truly earned its beauty?
I slipped into the aquarium room, a small theater where visitors could sit
and watch the fish swim back and forth. I watched the turtles. I thought how I
would like to be a turtle. I'd live to be two hundred fifty years old. Some might call
that lucky, but others might call it something else. After all, the turtle remains in his
shell from birth to death. Another prisoner of sorts.
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The turtles and the sharks swam in a sort of rhythm. It was like a Busby
Berkeley musical. The only light was the blue glow from behind the glass. The
turtles waved to me, just me alone in that small dark theater. But then I wasn’t
alone, was I? She was there, too. The woman from yesterday. I recognized her
profile, her nose. I hadn’t seen her at first since she sat in the front row and I sat in
the back. She stood up and put her hand to the glass, sliding her palm in a wide,
curved line. Did she think as I did, that the glass would break from some flaw in the
construction? No, I thought, she was not testing its strength but its realness. Two
scuba divers entered the tank and began cleaning off the rocks with toilet brushes.
One of the divers peered through the glass and waved at her. She waved back. He
took his toilet brush and pretended to brush his teeth with it. I heard her laugh. It
sounded like footsteps in the snow. She gathered her things, walked up the steps,
and passed me. She smelled like flowers left too long in a vase. Like the butterfly, I
couldn’t believe her beauty, her freedom. How could she walk so colorfully, so
freely?
I followed her out of the aquarium. Maybe I was free, too. I wanted to touch
the hem of her lemony dress. I followed her through the shadows of the museum to
the light outside. The streets were wet from the morning rain. Down the avenue, a
row of industrial kitchen sinks lay safe under awnings, gleaming in the sun. These
did not catch her eyes. Instead, she stopped to watch a pool table being lowered
from a third floor walkup. I watched her watch the movers as they worked with
their hands and their eyes, their clothes wet from the rain. They smiled when they
saw her, but they kept their eyes on the table. Perhaps she was admiring them. I
thought it would be a shame if the pool table fell on her.
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She wandered the streets and I followed. She knew enough to keep moving
forward. I usually moved forward, too, but sometimes I needed to be reminded. I
imagined running into her on a street corner, her hands puckish as a child’s. I
wondered what she would think of me. I imagined her dancing in my kitchen to no
music. I could hear the quiet, a dreaming kind of quiet, what you hear after a song
has ended, the ghost of the music dancing free. I could see pink snow falling
outside my window. When she was tired of dancing, maybe we would share an
apple. I could see her thumb curving up under the skin as she peeled the flesh
loose.
I followed as she crossed the street. She led me to her home, a brownstone.
I drank coffee in the café across the street and waited for her to come out again. I
read the newspaper from beginning to end. The waitress asked me if I had
somewhere to be. She was trying to be friendly.
“Some days you just feel like sitting in a café all day,” I said.
“We all have our moments, I suppose,” she said. She put her hand on the
edge of my seat and looked into my eyes. “Are you an Aquarius by any chance?”
“Excuse me?”
“You know, the astrological sign?”
“Oh, I don’t believe in such things.”
“Oh, well. I do. Refill?”
“Sure.”
She went and got the coffee pot and refilled my cup. “Anything interesting
happening in the world today?” she asked, pointing at the newspaper. “Seems like
the whole world is on fire these days, doesn’t it? I sometimes wonder how we don’t
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all end up nuking each other into oblivion. But, then again, maybe that would be
best, hmm? End it all and start over again? Hello?”
“Yes?”
“What do you think?”
“I don’t, to be honest.”
“Well, you’re reading the newspaper front to back; you must have some
concern about the world.”
“You want my honest opinion?”
“Go for it.”
“The world has already ended.”
“Huh? What are you saying?”
“The world has already ended.”
“What do you mean?”
“What do you think I mean?”
She didn’t know what to say to that. I had successfully stopped up her
quacking. She went back to busying herself with her shitty little job. I imagined she
was probably a writer or an actor or a painter and she could use the experience of
meeting me for inspiration. If she wasn’t any of those things, if she was just a
waitress with no future whatsoever, then maybe I had inspired her to demand more
respect, more deference.
The woman I had been following came out hours later dressed to the nines.
I followed her cab in another cab, like they do in the movies. She got out of the cab
at a restaurant and joined up with some friends. They, too, were dressed up. High
heels, the works. I stood across the street smoking cigarettes. They eventually left
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and walked two blocks east to a nightclub. I went in after them. She was with a
friend at the bar. The other friends were dancing. I sat next to her. A man came up
to her and chatted her up. I thought of what it would feel like to have his hot blood
running over my hands. She gave him her number, typed it in for him on his
smartphone. He called her and I saw her check her phone as it lit up and rang. They
laughed over something he said.
I followed him when he left. He was with some friends. They went to a dive
bar. I sat at the far end and ordered a drink. He went to the bathroom and I followed
him in. I hit him as hard as I could, but it only shook him up. I hit him again and
again, my fists grinding into his face. He was out. I went through his pockets and
found his phone. It only opened with his fingerprint, so I grabbed his hand and tried
his thumb. It worked. I found her number in his recent calls. I memorized it. He
was coming to and started to moan. I left the bar as quickly as I could.
I went home. I tried to sleep, but the number was burning a hole in my
brain. If I called her, my number would appear as unlisted. What was I so worried
about? Finally, I wrote her number down so I could let go of it and get some sleep.
The sun was rising. Writing it down didn’t work. I looked at the clock and it said
six-thirty. I decided to call her. She picked up.
“Hello?” she said.
“Are we prisoners?” I asked.
“Who is this?”
“If we are prisoners, then how do we get free?”
“I’m hanging up.”
“Are we alive or are we dead?”
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“Who the fuck is this?”
“What happened to us?”
She hung up. I was able to sleep after that exchange. In my dreams, I
watched from above as my body was torn apart by hounds.
***
The following Saturday, I was in the museum again, sitting down near the
assembled bones of stegosaurus and her seventeen knives. Two boys walked by
laughing so hard they held their bellies. I thought maybe I'd have a laugh. Yes, I
just needed to shake my head and try a chuckle, even if I didn't mean it. I let all the
air out of my lungs and tried a fake laugh. I figured that was how you did it, how
you made it real. Nothing came out. I had forgotten how to laugh, how to fake it.
Instead, I had all this banjo music in my head. It was Time and the feeling I
should be doing something else. I got up and said goodbye to stegosaurus and her
knives and walked around to study the ancient sculptures. All that music in my
head, it meant something. Perhaps it was what was left behind to discover, the
music stuck in the bones and the pottery and the weapons and the sculptures. I
walked down to the café in the basement and had a slice of apple pie and a glass of
milk. It wasn't very good. Only laughter is good, I thought. I had some coffee,
drank it quickly.
I left the museum and walked up the street. A bike race was in progress.
The bicycles shimmered and glowed in the sun. When the last few bicyclists
zoomed past me, the banjo music finally stopped. I walked through the park, sat on
a bench under a sycamore. A low breeze tickled my ears. I called her again. She
picked up.
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“Hello?” she said.
“Do you feel my struggle?”
“You again.”
“Do you feel God’s judgment?”
“I’m going to track you down.”
“Will God ever forgive us and set us free?” I asked.
“I’ll find you.”
“I only want us to be free.”
She hung up. It was two-fifteen.
***
The following Friday, I stepped off the train and thought of lemons again. They
reminded me of her dress, I suppose. There were Capoeira dancers in the plaza. I
watched them for a while and then walked the perimeter over to the delicatessen.
The lemons were bright and fleshy. I picked one up and sniffed it with my eyes
closed. It smelled like it should, with a touch of sun. I put it down and turned to
leave when a white van pulled up right in front of me. A person in a ski mask got
out and grabbed me. I tried to resist. Lemons fell around our feet. I felt a needle
pricking my arm. My eyelids felt heavy, but I resisted the urge to faint. We
stumbled over the lemons as they pulled me into the van. They placed a black cloth
bag over my head. For some reason, I had an erection. The interior of the van
smelled vaguely of old newspapers. The person in the ski mask handcuffed me,
climbed into the driver’s seat, and pulled onto the street. I stumbled left and right as
they made wild turns. The police will pull us over, I thought.
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There was traffic. The van stopped and started and I tried to keep my
balance. The masked person turned the radio on. How did they know how much I
hated classical music? I felt this tingling sensation in my hands. If only I could
smash my body into the masked person and cause an accident, I thought. But I
couldn’t move too well. I felt the tingling sensation in my feet and a dull throb
came up from where the needle had punctured me. I fell to the floor of the van and
lost consciousness. In my dreams, I saw dangling shoes hanging from a wire. Who
had put them there?
Glue on my eyelids. With some struggle, I was able to open them. I was
sitting naked in a red wooden chair. There was a woman speaking, but I couldn’t
make out the words. I tried to see where the voice came from, but it was coming
from all different directions. Speakers, I figured. Through the floor-to-ceiling
window, I saw a blue sky and the horizon line. The sea was a darker blue.
Squinting my eyes, I could see I was near the edge of a cliff, sea spray from the
waves dispersing.
The walls around me were the color of bluebells, a stark contrast to the red
chair. I tried to stand, but my legs were too weak and I fell to the floor. “Help,” I
muttered. The woman laughed. I propped myself up on my elbows and looked
behind the chair for a door. There was only another blue wall. The woman stopped
speaking and I was left with the silence. I couldn’t hear the waves or the wind. Just
my own breathing.
Something stirred in my belly. When I put my hand on it, it stopped.
I don’t know how long I lay there. Strength slowly returned to me. As the
sun set, a slit opened on the floor of the wall parallel to the window. A bowl of
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brownish gunk slid in on its own, like it was on a conveyor belt, and then the door
closed behind it. The faint smell made my stomach rumble. Saliva collected in my
mouth. I crawled over to the gunk and sniffed it. Oatmeal, with something else in it.
I reached out and scooped some of it into my fingers. There was no real flavor,
only the texture. I ate it anyway, scooping the gruel into my mouth, licking the last
bits with my face in the bowl. After a few minutes, I felt numbness in my
extremities. The gruel must have been drugged. I tried to stay awake, but
eventually I fell asleep. When I awoke, the bowl was gone. Not a trace of any food
left.
I had to piss and shit, but I didn’t want to be left with it. I held it all in as
long as I could, but eventually I couldn’t help myself. My piss came out in a
powerful stream and my shit shot out like a projectile onto the floor. I was so
ashamed, but within a few seconds water started to spray from all corners of the
room. The water washed over me and hit every nook and crevice of my body.
There was a mild scent of pine. The floor tilted a bit. The shit and piss faded away
through a large slit on the right wall. When the room was fully sanitized, the water
was turned off and I was alone again with myself and the red chair. Again,
something moved in my belly. I ignored it.
Feeling my strength return, I hobbled around the room a few times, then
paced from one corner to the other. I figured the room was about six feet by eight.
Enough room to live, but nothing more. I placed my head up against the window to
look around the corner, but I couldn’t see anything. I thought maybe the room was
part of a building. Maybe it was a building with other rooms like this. Or perhaps I
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was alone. I continued to pace and wondered when I would hear the woman’s voice
again.
The next time the gruel came through, I didn’t eat it. I sat in front of the
window and watched the spray from the waves. The sun rose and set. The bowl sat
there, the gruel drying up. As the drugs from the last bowl left my body, I began to
feel sick and my joints ached. I cradled myself in the fetal position and waited for
something to happen. At some point, I blacked out.
I woke up with a clear tube down my throat. The tube extended from a hole
in the ceiling. I watched as the gruel passed through the tube and into my mouth. I
don’t know how long I lay there with the gruel filling my belly. I started to moan. I
couldn’t control myself.
“I know,” the woman’s voice said. “But you haven't the necessary tools.
Just a red chair. And what is that in comparison to a razor blade, a noose, a gun?”
When I was full, the tube retracted out of my mouth and slithered back into the
hole. The opening closed and there was no trace of it left. I managed to stand up
and walk over to where the hole was. I ran my fingers over where it had been and I
felt nothing. “I want you to consider that perhaps this has always been your home,”
she said. “A home built by your own mind. That is how one becomes a prisoner,
n’est pas?” I walked the perimeter of the room and tried to hear clues in the noises
behind her voice. I heard what sounded like a soda can opening in the background.
“I’m always recording. If there’s something you need to say, say it. This is your
time to shine. I will hear you in due time.” Another faint sound of keys rattling. “I
must have a wealth of tape stored in the basement by now, all their names written
pert across them. Sometimes, I imagine the tapes are dumped offshore. Can you see
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it? A mountain of tapes at the bottom of the sea. If they go on speaking long
enough, then the tapes will rise to the surface and I will be found out. But that day
has not yet come.” A seagull flew up from the cliffs and landed on the rocks below
the window. I put my hand to the cool glass. It began to rain. Drops collected on
the window.
I put a hand on my belly. Something was wriggling around in my stomach
again. “Do you feel that?” she asked. “I won’t tell you what it is. That’s for you to
guess.”
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CALL FOR SUBMISSION FOR ISSUE 9
A work of art is above all an adventure of the mind. – Eugene Ionesco
Lunaris Review: a journal of Art and the Literary is opened for submissions for its
Ninth Issue. It seeks unpublished works of fiction, non-fiction, poetry and visual
art. Kindly visit our submissions page for guidelines and our Facebook page
Lunaris Review for further details. All submissions should be sent to
africa@lunarisreview.com
Art, freedom and creativity will change society faster than politics. – Victor
Pinchuk
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